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ISS drives forward in South America with CSAV 

Inchcape Shipping Services (ISS) the world-leading marine, cargo and supply chain solutions 
provider, is driving forward in South America with newly completed operations in Argentina and 
Panama as the car carriers agent for Compañía Sud Americana de Vapores (CSAV). 

As general and port agents for the car carriers division of CSAV Group, the largest shipping company 
in Latin America, ISS managed the arrival of CSAV Rio Maipo at Zarate port in Argentina, 
successfully handling 1,648 vehicles. Most recently, ISS managed the arrival of CSAV Rio Nevado in 
Panama, with this vessel also transiting the Panama Canal. 

CSAV appointed ISS at the end of 2014 to attend one of its car carrier vessels at Callao port, Peru, 
when it successfully discharged 1,825 vehicles. This growing regional nomination expands ISS’ 
expertise and growth in the market since it first acted as a car carriers’ agent in 1999 in Ecuador. 

Said Francisco Villagrán, Vice President Operations for South & Central America, Francisco Villagran: 
“Our work for CSAV demonstrates our capabilities and expertise in delivering a quality and efficient 
service at all levels, operational and administrative.  We are very proud to be the agent of CSAV with 
its very successful history in the market.” 
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About Inchcape Shipping Services 

Inchcape Shipping Services is the world's leading maritime services provider. With some 300 
proprietary offices in 69 countries, and a workforce of over 4,000 the company’s diverse global 



customer base now includes owners and charterers in the oil, cruise, container and bulk commodity 
sectors as well as naval, government and inter-governmental organisations. 

ISS provides landside commercial and humanitarian logistics, transit, offshore support, informational 
and other associated maritime services. The company also provides a growing range of outsourcing 
services including global crew and marine spares logistics; port hub agency management; and 
sophisticated Enterprise Resource Planning solutions through its subsidiary ShipNet. 

Inchcape Shipping Services – A World of Local Expertise 

www.iss-shipping.com 
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Inchcape Shipping Services 

Direct:     +44 (0)1375 484900 

Mobile:    +44 (0)7817 856579 
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